
NAIL SERVICES 
__________________________________________________

Coconut Luxury Manicure 
50 minutes $50

This luxurious manicure includes a Kopari brown sugar 
and Tahitian shell skin buff, followed by a coconut milk 
massage and coconut balm mask, finished with a polish 
application.

Gel Polish Manicure 
50 minutes $55

Includes nail shaping, hand soak, cuticle treatment, and 
a revitalizing massage. Completed with gel polish of 
your choice.

Classic Manicure 
25 minutes $40

Hands are soaked and massaged, cuticles are 
perfected and nails are reshaped and buffed or polished.

Coconut Luxury Pedicure 
50 minutes $75

This luxurious pedicure includes a Kopari brown sugar 
and Tahitian shell skin buff, followed by a coconut milk 
massage and coconut balm mask, finished with a polish 
application.

Gel Polish Pedicure 
50 minutes $80

Includes nail shaping, foot soak, cuticle treatment, 
exfoliation, and a revitalizing massage. Completed with 
gel polish of your choice.

Classic Pedicure 
50 minutes $65

Feet are soaked and massaged, skin is gently exfoliated, 
cuticles are perfected and nails are reshaped and buffed 
or polished.

Express Pedicure 
25 minutes $45

An abbreviated treatment for maximum benefits. Feet 
are soaked, nails are filed or trimmed, and finished with 
a polish of your choice.

NAIL SERVICES 
__________________________________________________

Acrylic Full Set 90 min  / $80 
 

Acrylic Full Set 90 min  / $100 

Pink & White 
  

Acrylic Fill 45 min  / $50 
 

Acrylic Fill 75 min  / $80 

Pink & White 
 

Acrylic Removal 45 min  / $50 
 

Gel Removal 15 min  / $15

 

LITTLES 
__________________________________________________ 

AGES (5-1 1 )

Fancy Fingers 
25 minutes $30

Includes buffing, shaping, moisturizing massage, and 
polish.

Twinkle Toes 
25 minutes $30

Includes buffing, shaping, foot soak, moisturizing 
massage, and polish.

TWEENS & TEENS 
__________________________________________________ 

AGES (12-17 )

Vogue Manicure 
25 minutes $30

Includes buffing, shaping, moisturizing massage, and 
polish.

Vogue Pedicure 
25 minutes $30

Includes buffing, shaping, foot soak, moisturizing 
massage, and polish.

NAIL 
ENHANCEMENTS 

__________________________________________________

Enhancements must be booked in addition to a full service.

Nail Repair 15 min  / $15

Gel Polish 15 min  / $15

French Polish $10

Paraffin $20

Face masks are required for the safety of our guests and team members.  
Thank you for your cooperation.



Face masks are required for the safety of our guests  
and team members. Thank you for your cooperation.

Additional discounts cannot apply to seasonal specials.

SEASONAL SPECIALS 
__________________________________________________

Pure Vanilla Manicure and Pedicure $90
25 minute Manicure 
50 minute Pedicure 

This Manicure/Pedicure combo includes a pure vanilla 
bliss. A Jasmine Vanilla scrub is used to gently exfoliate 
dead skin cells, followed up by a Vanilla Body Butter to 
introduce supple skin. Both Manicure and Pedicure are 
finished with a regular polish of your choice.

Vanilla Bliss Massage 
50 minutes $120
80 minutes $185

This seasonal special offers an Absolute Vanilla 
Aromatherapy Massage. This Vanilla essential oil 
produces a sweet and warm aroma to help comfort  
and relax your body. Vanilla oils have long been hailed 
for their health benefits due to holding antioxidant and  
anti-inflammatory properties.

MASSAGE 
__________________________________________________

Aromatherapy 
50 minutes $150
80 minutes $220

This soothing aromatherapy massage uses light to 
moderate pressure and a custom blend of essential oils 
to melt away tension.

Custom Massage  
50 minutes $140
80 minutes $210

Your massage therapist will work with you to achieve 
the pressure and results you desire. This full-body 
massage will be tailored to your preferences.

Expecting Mother  
50 minutes $145

Designed for expectant mothers past their 12th week, 
this full body massage reduces fluid retention, addresses 
discomfort associated with pregnancy, and pampers the 
mother-to-be.

Neck Back & Shoulder  
25 minutes $90

This massage is ideal for those with limited time. 
Specific attention is paid to the neck, back, and 
shoulders, or an area of your choice.

Foot Focus  
25 minutes $90

Excellent after a long day of walking or standing. Your 
therapist will focus on your feet and lower legs to 
release tension and encourage healthy circulation.

MASSAGE 
ENHANCEMENTS 

__________________________________________________

May be added to any 50 or 80 min massage. 
Included within the duration of your massage.

Aromatherapy $10
Enhance your massage experience with your choice of 
aromatherapy to meet your specific needs.

Coconut Deep Conditioning $20 
Hair & Scalp Treatment 

Kopari Organic Coconut Melt is massaged into your 
scalp to melt away tension and deeply hydrate hair and 
scalp. The 100% coconut oil is then combed through the 
hair from root to tip and wrapped in a hot towel to deep 
condition for the duration of your service. 

Coconut Crush Foot Polish $20
Treat your feet to a little something extra when you 
enhance any spa service with this exfoliating and 
hydrating foot treatment. Kopari Coconut Crush Scrub is 
used to buff away rough soles and reveal smoother skin. 
Then warm towel compressions melt away foot tension 
and activate deep hydration. To finish, Kopari Coconut 
Milk is massaged into the feet for ultimate relaxation.

TANNING 
__________________________________________________

Airbrush Spray Tan 30 min  / $50

Currently offering 
20% off all massages!


